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The Crisis Playbook

At Lake Hill we have a 3-ring binder labeled “The Crisis Playbook”. This book was meticulously updated
throughout the years. Early versions contained phone numbers of all our brokers, driving directions to
our backup office, and training protocols so that every employee would know how to get to our disaster
recovery site and operate seamlessly if necessary. Later editions contained instructions on how to access
the servers in our data center. Fortunately, this 3-ring binder has become smaller and smaller over the
years largely as a result of the technology and process enhancements that we have made. After extensive
testing of our cloud based services, we decided to move our primary infrastructure entirely to the
cloud. This has made a huge difference. Parts of the Crisis Playbook have been rendered obsolete
because we took the necessary steps to keep our technology at the forefront. Our employees log into
their computers, just as they would over the weekend at home or on vacation, except now they do it on
the weekdays as well. We did not miss a beat as a result of the shelter in place order.
Has the Crisis changed the options market? Not really for Lake Hill. We stick to the most liquid parts of
the options market, listed index options, to avoid the liquidity squeeze that invariably grip the more exotic
parts of the derivatives market. Societe Generale Research recently reported that “Volumes are focused
on plain vanilla volatility products, whereas liquidity for more exotic variants remains very limited.” 1
While supply and demand for trading risk today has no good historical analogy, the simple fact is that
Investors today are uncertain of the future as they also were in 2008, 2001, 1998, 1993, 1987, 1982, and
1973, but for different reasons each time. The one constant is that many Investors turn to the options
market even more when uncertainty is high.
At Lake Hill we are not directional investors. Predicting prices of individual stocks is not our area of
expertise. We leave that to other qualified professionals. We care about the odds, the probabilities, and
think of option prices as expressions of the probability of an event happening or not. We greatly improve
our chances of understanding the odds inherently expressed in options prices if we stick to stock indices
rather than individual stocks. An Index eliminates most of the idiosyncratic unknowns inherent to any
single component stock. While it’s true that we don’t know where the market will be 1 year from now, we
do gather and analyze lots of information from the options markets to determine how rationally options
buyers and sellers are pricing risk today and if is there an edge such that we can expect to take a profit
tomorrow. To do this efficiently, we have fined tuned our machines for the past 15 years to grind out,
day by day, the analysis of thousands of option prices expressing probabilities of index price movement
that we hope will come into fruition tomorrow.

Stay nimble, have the latest tech, stick to deep and liquid markets, and constantly survey the playing
field. That’s the real Crisis Playbook.
Below are three snapshots of the implied volatilities in the S&P500 Index option market taken in various
moments in time this year with some insight into how Lake Hill’s positioning changed as the probabilities
changed:
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Blue line: put option prices. Green line: call option prices. Red line: Lake Hill’s “Engine” pricing.
January 2020
A fairly typical volatility smile profile.
Calls are identified as inexpensive, so buy calls and
sell (short) futures to hedge downside risk.
As equity markets drop, the calls become worthless
but the short futures positioning are profitable.

March 2020
Expected in times of crisis, the smile flattens as
market participants are uncertain of market
direction
The Engine identifies both calls and puts to be
inexpensive, with a bias on calls.
As markets rally, purchased puts become worthless
but long calls are profitable.

May 2020
The smile returns to a more typical shape.
At the money options are slightly expensive while out
of the money puts identified as inexpensive.
As markets stabilize, purchased tail puts become
worthless but sold at the money options on average
are profitable.
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Past Performance is not indicative of future performance. Data is subject to revision without notice.
Disclaimer and Other Important Information:
Not an offer: Although the information provided herein has been obtained from sources which the Adviser believes to be reliable,
we do not guarantee its accuracy, and such information may be incomplete or condensed. The information is subject to change
without notice. This communication is for information purposes only and is not intended as an offer or solicitation with respect
to the purchase or sale of any security or of any fund or account (the “Fund”) the Adviser manages or offers. Since we furnish all
information as part of a general information service and without regard to your particular circumstances, the Adviser shall not
be liable for any damages arising out of any inaccuracy in the information.
This document should not be the basis of an investment decision. An investment decision should be based on your customary
and thorough due diligence procedures, which should include, but not be limited to, a thorough review of all relevant term sheets
and other offering documents as well as consultation with legal, tax and regulatory experts. Any person subscribing for an
investment must be able to bear the risks involved and must meet the particular Fund’s suitability requirements. Some or all
alternative investment programs may not be suitable for certain investors. No assurance can be given that any Fund will meet its
investment objectives or avoid losses. A discussion of some, but not all, of the risks associated with investing in the Fund can be
found in the Fund’s private placement memoranda, subscription agreement, limited partnership agreement, articles of association
or other offering documents as applicable (collectively the “Offering Documents”), among those risks, which we wish to call to
your attention, are the following:
Future looking statements, performance data and strategy level performance reporting: The information in this report is NOT
intended to contain or express exposure recommendations, guidelines or limits applicable to a Fund. The information in this
report does not disclose or contemplate the hedging or exit strategies of the Fund. While investors should understand and
consider risks associated with position concentrations when making an investment decision, this report is not intended to aid an
investor in evaluating such risk. The terms set forth in the Offering Documents are controlling in all respects should they conflict
with any other term set forth in other marketing materials, and therefore, the Offering Documents must be reviewed carefully
before making an investment and periodically while an investment is maintained. Statements made in this release include forwardlooking statements. These statements, including those relating to future financial expectations, involve certain risks and
uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from those in the forward-looking statements. Unless otherwise
indicated, performance data is presented unaudited and “net” of fees and other fund expenses (i.e. legal and accounting and other
expenses as disclosed in the relevant Fund’s Offering Documents”) and reflects the reinvestment of dividends, where applicable.
Due to the format of data available for the time periods indicated, both gross and net returns are difficult to calculate precisely.
Accordingly, the calculations have been made based on in some cases limited available data and a number of assumptions. Because
of these limitations, the performance information should not be relied upon as a precise reporting of gross or net performance,
but rather merely a general indication of past performance
Investment Risks: Investing in the Fund is speculative and involves varying degrees of risk, including substantial degrees of risk in
some cases. The Fund may be leveraged and may engage in other speculative investment practices that may increase the risk of
investment loss. Past results of the Fund investment manager is not necessarily indicative of future performance of the Fund, and
the Fund’s performance may be volatile. The use of a single advisor could mean lack of diversification and, consequently, higher
risk. The Fund may have varying liquidity provisions and limitations. There is no secondary market for investors’ interests in the
Fund and none is expected to develop.
Not Legal, Accounting or Regulatory Advice: This material is not intended to represent the rendering of accounting, tax, legal or
regulatory advice. A change in the facts or circumstances of any transaction could materially affect the accounting, tax, legal or
regulatory treatment for that transaction. The ultimate responsibility for the decision on the appropriate application of accounting,
tax, legal and regulatory treatment rests with the investor and his or her accountants, tax and regulatory counsel. Potential
investors should consult, and must rely on their own professional tax, legal and investment advisors as to matters concerning the
Fund and their investments in the Fund. Prospective investors should inform themselves as to: (1) the legal requirements within
their own jurisdictions for the purchase, holding or disposal of investments; (2) and applicable foreign exchange restrictions; and
(3) any income and other taxes which may apply to their purchase, holding and disposal of investments or payments in respect of
the investments of the Fund.
Futures, options and derivatives products inherently involve substantial leverage and also greatly increase the risk of loss.
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